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CULTURE, TOURISM, EUROPE AND EXTERNAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
 
UPDATE ON THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON SCOTLAND’S CULTURE AND 
TOURISM SECTORS 
 
SUBMISSION FROM BECTU 
 
Ongoing impact of COVID  
 
The Live Events sector remains virtually inactive under the current lockdown leaving 
hundreds of companies and in excess of three thousand Live Event Freelances out of 
work. The vast majority of these Freelances work on a self-employed basis and are 
therefore excluded from the CRJS (Corona Virus Job Retention Scheme).  
 
Given the rules around the SEISS (Self-Employment Income Support Scheme), many 
of the Freelance community remain excluded from that scheme for a variety of 
technical reasons. The Scottish Governments support scheme for Freelances in Live 
Events have had limited benefit due to the prescriptive criteria applied by Event 
Scotland. 
 
Many of the excluded Freelances continue to rely on income support payments and 
borrowings from family and friends. The net effect is an ongoing loss of skilled talent 
within the sector as people look to diversify or retrain for other types of work and 
thousands of people facing unprecedented financial and mental pressures. 
 
It also has to be recognised that as and when Live events are allowed to restart there 
will be considerable challenges and a hugely negative impact on the Scottish Industry 
due to the Brexit rules on travelling to and from Europe. For every “Artist” seeking to 
tour to Europe there are a great many Freelances and companies working in the 
supply chain that tour or travel to support them. 
 
Within the Theatre/Arts Sector , employment predominantly falls into three categories, 
Permanently employed,  regularly engaged zero hours contract staff and Freelances. 
The Freelance and zero hours contracts/ regularly engaged staff make up an 
estimated 70% plus of the workforce with the zero hours staff being by far the largest 
group. 
 
By and large, permanently employed staff across Scottish Theatres traditionally earn 
less than £30,000pa and while the CJRS is a welcome support, an ongoing reduction 
of 20%  in earnings has left Arts workers in dire straits and heavily dependent on credit 
cards and borrowings. 
 
Protection and support for Freelances and regularly engaged zero hours contract staff 
has seen markedly different approaches adopted by employers. For Freelances the 
positive and proactive stance taken by Creative Scotland/Screen Scotland in their 
distribution of emergency Scottish Government funds was a welcome stopgap. 
 
However for regularly engaged zero hours contract staff the employers approaches 
were not helped by the late decision taken by the London Government to extend the 
CJRS and to mandate for employer contributions. E.g. Capital Theatres in Edinburgh 
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paid off large numbers of regularly engaged zero hours contract staff at the end of 
August and since then have maintained that under the scheme rules could not re-
engage and furlough these employees. 
 
Worse still were the very early decisions taken by Pitlochry Festival Theatre, the Royal 
Lyceum Theatre and Horsecross Arts who announced large scale redundancies and 
lay-offs shortly after the initial lockdown was announced, despite Creative Scotland 
reassuring them that their annual funding was secure for the remainder of the financial 
year.  
 
It is a notable concern that a growing number of skilled theatre workers are taking 
advantage of the high demand in film and TV work to retrain or transfer their skills into 
that sector.  This is potentially creating a longer-term skills shortage in key Theatre 
roles when they look to re-open particularly in those venues who were seen to 
abandon staff prematurely. 
 
The additional funding delivered by the Scottish Government in recent months has 
most, but not all, Theatre/ Arts organisations in a position whereby they can possibly 
hold out until around June/July provided that the CJRS remains in place through the 
summer. Venues often have lead times of anything up to a year or eighteen months 
for booking shows and this will be dependent on Touring Productions being willing to 
restart tours again. Around November last year Producers and venues were starting 
to cancel shows and tours scheduled to be in Scottish venues from April to September 
this year. 
 
While Arts organisations are hopeful of some kind of re-opening between June and 
October this year there will be inevitable and costly gaps in the calendars. This could 
be seriously compounded by skills shortages if the CJRS ends in April. 
 
When talking about longer term sustainability most in the industry would argue that 
survival is the critical challenge facing the industry right now and will be for the next 
twelve to twenty-four months, especially as the big unknown question is customer 
confidence in returning to high density indoor entertainment. With a need for 
somewhere in excess of 70% capacity to survive financially, organisations will likely 
need substantial, flexible and responsive  additional funding available to support the 
expected gradual return to anything like the required audience numbers. 
 
It will be a similar situation in Live Events where everything from trade shows to 
exhibitions to music tours depend entirely on customer confidence to make them 
viable. This sector will require a broad range of additional financial measures to begin 
to restore work opportunities. Creative Scotland, Event Scotland, Scottish Enterprise 
and local enterprise agencies will need a co-ordinated approach to help this sector get 
back on its feet. 
 
Fair Work policies 
 
It cannot be emphasised strongly enough, the effect that applying Fair Work Policies 
has had on the many thousands of workers across the Industry. Prior to the pandemic, 
Theatre Operators like the Eden Court Inverness, Aberdeen Performing Arts, Dundee 
Repertory Theatre and some others like Glasgow Life were either delivering or were 
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striving to end zero hours contracts and replace them with guaranteed hours contracts 
and to adhere to the Real Living wage. Through the pandemic these organisations 
were open and supportive to all their workers which made their staff much less 
insecure about the current situation, although they all face very real and imminent 
financial challenges. 
 
On the other hand organisations like Pitlochry, the Royal Lyceum and Horsecross Arts 
created months of insecurity and despair given the speed which they moved with to 
implement widescale redundancies and lay-offs. 
 
Indeed this unacceptable situation is likely to continue for some time as Horsecross 
Arts and now the Ambassador Theatre group who run the Edinburgh Playhouse and 
Kings Theatre and Theatre Royal in Glasgow have indicated that they intend to 
undermine and reduce workers terms and conditions when their venues start to 
reopen. 
 
Trade Unions regularly provide support to members facing both financial and mental 
health issues and there has been a significantly lower percentage of support needed 
in mental health terms and in financial terms by workers in the venues above who 
follow and implement Fair Work Policies. 
 
It is essential therefore that going forward, funding agencies such as Creative 
Scotland, Screen Scotland and Event Scotland engage with the Industry Unions to 
ensure that robust and practical measures are adopted by all funded organisations to 
ensure that Fair Work policies are in place and being adhered to. Any and all funding 
should be entirely dependent on compliance with this principle. 
 
In addition to this measure we would urge that the Eden Court Inverness, Aberdeen 
Performing Arts, Dundee Repertory Theatre, Horsecross Arts and the Royal Lyceum 
Theatre should be put in a separate category within Creative Scotland’s RFO funding 
so that longer term funding and Fair Work strategies can be delivered effectively and 
sustainably across these venues.  
 
All five venues provide significant financial benefits to the local and national economies 
in terms of employment and inward investment and all five provide significant 
opportunities for a wide range of Scottish arts organisations and Industry Freelances 
but they are hampered in achieving their full economic and cultural potential by the 
vagaries of short term funding processes.  
 
Beyond these measures and for the Committee’s information, I have listed below the 
main points that BECTU is making to the DCMS (The Department for Digital, Culture, 
Media & Sport)  in relation to measures which will assist the industry going forward in 
England and Wales although some aspects are relevant to Scotland.  
 

• Underwrite insurance for theatre shows and live events 
• Industry specific extension of the CJRS in the event of continued forced closure 
• Review on the restriction of organisations that received money for wages from 

the Cultural Recovery Fund from being able to access the CJRS because their 
application was based on being able to run shows and they can’t do that so the 
disqualification seems unfair 
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• Review on the restriction of not being able to carry over money received from 
the Cultural Recovery Fund 

• Government scheme for subsidised seats (similar to the eat out scheme) for 
Theatres/Events 

• Extension to the cultural VAT rate on tickets. 
 
Paul McManus 
Negotiations Officer 
BECTU 
  


